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Supply chain study overview

• AutoAnalysis was commissioned by SMMT to:

• Identify supply side gaps in the UK components 
sector.

• Recommend how SMMT can help VMs and Tier 1s 
increase UK sourcing – both in existing and new 
low carbon technologies.

• Interviews were conducted with:

• 16 senior managers at the major UK VMs. 

• Eight senior managers at a selected major UK Tier 
1s.

• The report was requested following the NAIGT 
report, to help inform and set out the agenda for 
the future activities of the Supply Chain Council.



Key findings (1)

• Subject to the business case for UK sourcing being 
made, there is a genuine wish to increase the UK 
sourcing, despite:

• Hollowing out of UK industry.
• Structural problems in the UK.

• Opportunities still exist for the UK. 

• Two key reasons:
• To reduce logistics costs and strain.
• To reduce exchange rates risks.



Key findings (2)

• UK sourcing at Tier 1 level = c 8bn Euros, 

or <1/2 of total purchasing spend for UK 
operations:

• However, only c3bn Euros is actually spent at UK 
Tier 2s and 3s.

• Key reasons for low level of UK spend:

• Cheaper supply points outside UK with greater 
economies of scale.

• Half of UK production involves models also made 
outside UK, with international supply chains.

• Lack of suitable Tier 2s and 3s.



Key findings (3)

• UK VMs use different suppliers, fragmenting the 
supply chain:

• UK suppliers’ operations often perceived as too 
small, lacking economies of scale vs European 
counterparts.

• Japanese VMs brought over their own suppliers who 
differ from Ford, GM, JLR and MINI suppliers.

• Despite recent growth in UK production, UK 
suppliers suffer from a lack of scale of demand:

• Only MINI and Nissan Qashqai produced at 

>200k pa. 

• Astra the only other model made at >100k pa.

• Most models made at <100k pa.



Supply-side gaps exist in new 

and old technologies 

• Key gaps in current technology:

• Castings and forgings; alloy wheels, alternators 
and starter motors, brake components, fasteners, 
plastic mouldings, stampings, sheet steel, 
transmission components, wiring.

• Advanced air-conditioning, ECUs in general, 
safety (esp airbags), satellite navigation.

• New, low carbon technology will require a new 
supply chain, not just for batteries, but also:

• Wiring, motors, reducers, inverters.

• Plus plastic and metal components which could 
be supplied from existing suppliers.

• We have recommended further analysis re Tier 
1s’ sourcing:

• Further gaps at Tier 2/3 level will emerge.



Recommendations for SMMT 

and government

• Detailed, ongoing dialogue with VMs’ and Tier 1s’ 
purchasing directors, focusing on already identified 
supply gaps – and future gaps.

• Moreover, SMMT/government must:

• Protect existing supply base, not just seek to develop 
low carbon segment.

• Not expect EVs/hybrids to be the panacea.

• Recognise that high-efficiency petrol and diesel 
engines will play significant roles in the future.

• Understand how UK sourcing fits into international 
strategies.



Recommendations for SMMT 

and government (2)

• Provide better information resources to VMs and 

Tier 1s:

• Expand ASF, adding information and functionality.

• Ensure ASF is known and used.

• Make SMMT technical expertise better known. 

• Work closely with Tier 2s and 3s, especially 
implementing Sakamoto report recommendations:

• Facilitate Tier 2s/3s interaction with Tier 1s.

• Ensure Tier 2s/3s understand what they need to do to 
retain/win business. 

• Marketing of UK to hybrid and EV component 
suppliers:

• Now is the time for a co-ordinated approach by RDAs 
and central government, alongside the new Automotive 
Council, to maximise UK’s marketing effectiveness.



Introduction to Production 

Outlook

• AutoAnalysis has provided model level production 
outlook to SMMT for five years.

• Detailed report available to members via SMMT website.

• The report provides data on European production 
volumes by model and plant through to 2014, for cars 
and LCVs to 3.5t GVW.

• Updated every two months in 2010 – next report due in 
second week of March.



Production Outlook overview

• Global economic situation appears to have stabilised, 
but concerns have emerged recently re certain 
European countries, the “PIGS”, and indeed the UK.

• Recovery will be slow, starting in 2011.

• 2010 production likely to be flat, almost certainly down 
on 2009.

• Scrappage schemes prevented total market collapse in 
2009.

• But they did bring some demand forward.



Scrappage scheme impact

• Bank of England data suggests scrappage schemes 
increased registrations significantly:

– UK 52%

– USA 32%

– Germany 40%

– France 9%

• French impact much lower due to earlier impact of 
bonus/malus scheme.

• Total cost of scrappage schemes est <0.1% GDP in euro 
area:

– And had some impact on consumer expenditure in other areas.

• End of scrappage schemes already hitting production – eg 
temporary shutdowns at Fiat.



Industry restructuring  has 

started – not before time

• 2009 saw Fiat-Chrysler alliance and the start of VW-
Suzuki alliance:

– PSA and Mitsubishi getting closer?

– GM in and out of Chapter 11, GM Europe retained.

• European overcapacity issue being addressed, slowly

• Three plants definitely closing:

– Fiat Termini Imerese, Opel Antwerp and one JLR facility.

• Others remain vulnerable:

– PSA Madrid.

– What will happen to GM Luton when Renault production 
arrangement end?

– Will new Saab survive long-term?



Despite closures, new plants are 

opening and new investment 

continues

• Decisions re all-new plants and refurbishment of old 
plants were made some years ago, in good times … 
too late to stop them now …

• Mercedes Hungary – 100k+ pa – new.

• Renault-Nissan Morocco – 100k pa – new.

• Ford Romania – 200k+ pa – refurb of old plant.

• Fiat Serbia – 200k+ pa – refurb of old plant.

• PSA upgrading small Portuguese plant.

• At least three Chinese VMs building new plants – two 
in Turkey, one in Bulgaria.

• MG production appears likely to restart in UK in 2010, 
although at low volumes.



EVs and hybrids = saviours?

• Renault’s EV strategy helped to save Valladolid plant in 
Spain and boost viability of Flins plant near Paris.

• BMW bringing forward plans to make EVs in Leipzig 
from 2013.

• VW will launch electric small car (E-Up) also in 2013 
and Audi will launch E-Tron sports car in 2012.

• Will Nissan Leaf and GM Ampera boost Nissan and GM 
UK production in the long-term?



2009-2010 = <16mn, but 

2014 = >20mn …

• This recovery assumes no double-dip recession and VMs follow 
through with switch to new, smaller cars, inc EVs and hybrids. 

• By 2014, European production should be back to pre-2008 levels.

European Production Outlook to 2014 by VM group
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Summary (1)

• 2010 = small fall in European production; recovery 
starting 

2011; switch to smaller cars/hybrids and EVs should 
mean 2007 production levels reached again by 2014.

• Overcapacity being addressed – three plants to close, 
maybe seven closures within five years, double this 
number within ten years.

• Alliances between VMs increasing – Fiat-Chrysler and 
VW-Suzuki could be followed by PSA-Mitsubishi… what 
will be next?

• Permanent end to shifts to cut capacity, eg PSA, 
Renault; Toyota UK mothballing one line, despite 
adding hybrid; Skoda cutting 2,000 jobs and Octavia 
production by >20%. 



Summary (2)

• Reorganisation of VMs’ production footprint 
accelerating, eg Fiat, Ford, GM, Mercedes, Renault. 

• New plants coming on stream (from investment 
decisions made in boom times), eg Ford Craiova, Fiat 
Serbia, Mercedes Hungary.

• Success stories can be found – Nissan adding third shift 
in May. 

• The Chinese are coming – first to Turkey; how long 
before into central Europe?

• EVs and hybrid production >250k pa by 2015, 1mn by 
2020?

• UK has a genuine opportunity in EVs and hybrids.


